
INSTRUCTIONS TO FIT THE ADAPTER FOR THE

DIGITAL BACK ON A BRONICA SQ 6X6

SILVESTRI manufactures the intermedium adapter back to transform the Bronica SQ attachment into Hasselblad

type attachment. This makes the use of digital backs on Bronica SQ cameras possible.

The image to the left shows how to fit the Silvestri adapter cod.

7008.

Use the provided pin to unlock the volè's feeler pin in the following

way: holding pressed the unlocking button of the film holder, push

with the pin the feeler pin and hold it pushed.

With the button still pushed insert the adapter first at the top then

draw it close to the camera until their contact. Then release the

button.

Before mounting any accessory make sure the back is perfectly placed

and fastened to the camera. After this operation, it is possible to use

digital backs with Hasselblad type attachment.

To remove the adapter and to bring the camera back to the original

condition, insert the provided pin in the feeler pin hole (as shown in

the image to the left), then, holding the unlock button pushed, remove

the adapter back.

WARNING The intermedium adapter back is a high precision mechanical

part and, considering its dimension, particularly delicate. Handle it

with care to avoid damages.

To provide interfacing between the Digital Back and Bronica camera

body, the communication cable must be plugged into the lens flash

sync terminal. This allows the digital back to be activated when the

shutter release button is depressed.

Shooting data such as aperture, shutter speed, etc. will NOT be shown

on the metadata files because there is no direct interface between

camera, lens and digital  back.
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INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO FIT THE DIGITAL BACK

ON A BRONICA ETR 4.5X6

SILVESTRI manufactures the intermedium adapter back to transform the Bronica ETR attachment into Hasselblad

type attachment. This makes the use of digital backs on Bronica ETR cameras possible.

The image to the left shows how to fit the Silvestri adapter cod. 7010.

Use the provided pin to unlock the volè's feeler pin in the following

way: holding pressed the unlocking button of the film holder, push

with the pin the feeler pin and hold it pushed.

With the button still pushed insert the adapter first at the top then

draw it close to the camera until their contact. Then release the button.

Before mounting any accessory make sure the back is perfectly placed

and fastened to the camera. After this operation, it is possible to use

digital backs with Hasselblad type attachment.

To remove the adapter and to bring the camera back to the original

condition, insert the provided pin in the feeler pin hole (as shown in

the image to the left), then, holding the unlock button pushed, remove

the adapter back.

WARNING The intermedium adapter back is a high precision mechanical

part and, considering its dimension, particularly delicate. Handle it

with care to avoid damages.

To provide interfacing between the Digital Back and Bronica camera

body, the communication cable must be plugged into the lens flash

sync terminal. This allows the digital back to be activated when the

shutter release button is depressed.

Shooting data such as aperture, shutter speed, etc. will NOT be shown

on the metadata files because there is no direct interface between

camera, lens and digital  back.
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